
Cut costs

Data Sync Manager™ (DSM) helps reduce your overall SAP footprint; 

for example, a global retailer saved over 70% of data volume in their pre-

production SAP system. Eliminate costly on-premise SAP systems and rightsize 

your SAP estate with wizard-driven system copy tools for cloud provisioning.

Frictionless migration

We offer SAP-certified solutions, with over 950 global installations.  

You are in safe hands with our expert team to help you plan, migrate and 

optimise your SAP solutions for Azure. 

Take only the data you need

Upgrade to the latest version of SAP, taking only the relevant company data.  

HANA costs are directly proportional to database size, so it makes sense to 

optimise before making your move.

Improve agility

Accelerate and simplify your migration journey by leveraging EPI-USE Lab’s 

speed and scale. Automate testing and provision test and training systems 

with ease. With Data Sync Manager, you are empowered to migrate your SAP 

systems in a way that is best for you.

Reduce risk

SAP systems are mission-critical and contain sensitive data. Our tool allows 

intelligent scrambling of sensitive data in non-production systems so you can 

increase your compliance with privacy legislation such as POPI and GDPR.

SAP® CLOUD-LIFT 
FOR AZURE

Frictionless, enterprise-grade  
SAP® migration and data 
provisioning  

Don’t just lift and shift SAP to the cloud, optimise and secure with Data Sync Manager™



About EPI-USE Labs:

EPI-USE Labs is a boutique SAP solution provider. Our focus is on SAP landscape automation, security, reporting and cloud 

instructure and management (including migrations). At the heart of our IP is our semantic definition of SAP business objects which 

allows us to build, scramble and provision SAP solutions for our customers.

Hunkemöller 

Building SAP test environments took a long time and were costly for this 

Dutch clothing retailer. Their quality assurance system was a copy of the 

production system, and took over two weeks to copy. The EPI-USE Labs’ 

solution provided an SAP production and provisioning tool which saved 

both time and valuable data volumes, and allowed Hunkemöller to test 

and deliver business changes more frequently, at a lower cost.

Aberdare Cables 

This leading South African manufacturing company needed to divest 

their SAP landscape from their main shareholder, provision it on a new 

platform and kickstart a journey to S/4HANA. Using Data Sync Manager, 

their SAP production data was selectively extracted, rationalised and 

provisioned on a new platform running on SAP HANA managed by  

EPI-USE Labs. Aberdare is now well on their journey to S/4HANA thanks 

to their brand new platform and architecture.

Rabobank 

Rabobank invested in the Data Sync Manager™ (DSM) suite of products 

from EPI-USE Labs. This enabled them to dramatically reduce their 

Runbook, thanks to automation built into DSM to simplify the data 

refresh and scrambling process. Rabobank now has a clear method to 

create test data in their non-production environments, while complying 

with the Banking Authority’s regulations.
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For more information, contact: 

EPI-USE Labs | www.epiuselabs.com

sales@labs.epiuse.com

https://www.epiuselabs.com/datasync-manager-product-suite/hunkemoller-success-story 
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